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by a corresponding one m wh iel! the constant index i iE> given to 
the coefiicien ts a, b, c, so we have: 

[g!~ J G = - (a! a + bI [3 + Cl )')2 = gï (al al + bi I=?I + Cl y,) 9 _ 

from which resnlts aftel' division by gl~ the 1'elat1On I was to prove. 
Using tbis l'elation I find: 

(..L2 
Mfl2 = (1 - al al - bi [31 - Cl Yl) -. 

9, 

If we call a a + b [3 + cr = x, then f V-9- can be calcuhl,ted 
1-x 

out of each apparent error and the mean value of this system of 
errors is eqnal to (..L, as that of the sysiem of unknown el'l'ors is 
h V g. It ,therefore seems to me not only permissible, but for a test 
of the weights even useful, to make use of that system of errors 
which allows the mean enor of the umty of weiglJt to be deduced 
out of each definite part of the&e errors. The connection between 
the qUaIititles % anel the nnmber k of the above formula appheel by 
me can be inelicttted by the relation :2 iG = 7c. 

Physics. - "Contribution to the theory oj bznary rni;vtw'es". VII. 

By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAAI.S. 

ON THE REJJATION BETWEEN TIIE QUANTITIES au AND al AND a2 , "'HIeH 
-
oeeUR IN THE THEORY OF A BINARY IIliXTURE. 

I have already frequel1tly traeed the course of the thermodynamic 
curves fol' the case that fol' a binary system minimum plaitpoint 

jemperatul'e occurs, anel so a1so the quantity :: has a minimum value 

for certain value of x. Both the course of the isobars and the course 

of the lines (dF) = 0 and (dF) = 0 may be assumed as known 
dm v du x 

for th at case. And experimellt has shown that the shape of these 
lines predicted by theory it at least qualitatively accurate. 

I purpose to demonstl'ate in these pages that in the case mentioned 
the course of theE>e lines (see amollg others tig. 1 page 626 Vol. IX 
of these Proceeelings 1907) is not compatible with the supposition 
a12~ = al a2· 
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1 begin with pointing out that the !ine (d
P

) = 0 has an asymptote 
dlJJ 11 

db da 
for such a vaIu€' of al for which MRT - ='-, WhlCh asymptote 

dlJJ dilJ 

either exists or must be supposed to exist for a vaIue of al which 
is negative, and that this curve approaches tile !ine v = b asympto
tieally fol' continually inereasing values of al - at least if al +a~-2a12 
is positive. I sha11 presently come back to this supposition, but on 

d'a 
page 626 I have explici.tly stated this supposition in the form dm' 

positive. With inerease of T this line pl'oceeds to higher value of 
al and v. 

At lower temperatures the line (dP) = 0 consists of two separate 
dv .x 

d2p dv d2p 
branches. From -. -d + -d-= 0 follows that the liquid branch has 

dv· IV dm v 

I 1· d'p 0 h . maximum volume on t le me -- = and the vapoul' brane mmi-
dmdv 

mum volume on the same curve, which curve has an analogous 

course to (dP) = o. It has the same asymptotes, but is al ways eon
dIe 

fined to greater volume. For T = minimum critical temperature the 

d'p d' 
two branches coincide in a point for which both - and ~ 

dv' dmdv 

is equal to 0, so in such a point of the line d'p = 0, for which 
dlJJdv 

(dp) = 0 and a1so d
2

p = O. Rence in the critical point of the mixture 
dv x dv' 

taken as homogenous, for which a
x

has minimum vaIue. At still higher 
bx 

value of T the curve (dP) = 0 has split up into a lefthand branch 
dv x 

and a righthand branch, both which branches possess tangents parallel 

to the v-axis, in poi.nts fol' which a1so (dP) = 0 and d~p = O. Among 
dv x dv' 

the special vaIues of this constantly increasing value of T we must 
mention in the first place that for which the last mentioned point 

has got on the line (dP) == a, the point P of fig. 31. This is the 
d,'/] 11 

10'1< 
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remarkaule point for which plaitpoint 
and critical ZJoint of the mixtzwe 
taken as homogeneous coincide. 80 
at this temperatul'e (he two curves 

(dP) = 0 and (dP) = 0 still inter-
dm v nv x 

sect in two points. Tbe other point 
of intersection lies, of course, at 
greater volume. With fm'ther rise of 
tempel'ature the two curves ~ontract 

further. The line (dP) = 0 moves to 
dtv u 

the l'ight and the line (dP) = 0 to 
dv x 

the left. At a certain temperature these two curves touch, and at 
still higher temperature they have got quite detached. This point of 
contact of the two curves lies, of course, on the vapour branch of 

( dP) = 0, and sa has a greater volume than the critical volume. 
dv x 

We can calculate the volume in rase of conta~t. The condition of 

contact of (dP) = 0 anel (dP) = 0 is given by equal vnJue of 
dv x dm v 

dv . 
- m the two following equations: 
dm 

d'p dv d'p 
--+-=0 
dv~ dm dmdv 

and 

or from: 

d'p d'p (d'P)~ - - = -- (see I). 691) df)' d.'IJ~ d{/Jdv . 

This latter equation and the two equations (dP)= 0 and(dP)= 0 
dtv u ' dv 

farm a set of three which is sufficient for the deterlmnation of the 
thl'ee quantities x, v and T of the point of contact. Ii we assume 
b to be constant in the eqnation of state these equatiolls have the 
following form: 

MRT(dby d~a MRT db da 

[:R~~::- :~ ] [ · t:~~ - ~ ~:'] = [ (V-b)~' ~~ J ., (I) 
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l.fRT db da 1 
(v-b)' dm = da; ;; 

MRT 2a 

(v-W = v3 

. • (2) 

. • (3) 

If now we make use of (2) and (3) for the elimination of MRT 

and of ddb , we get a simple form for ; , viz. : 
tV 

v 
. . . . . . (4) 

b 

v 
We mayalso get aquadratic equation in b' but then it appears 

that one of the values of ~ = 1, and that at T = ° the line v = b 
b 

may be considered as coinciding with the branch of the volumes of 

( dP) = 0, and also with (dP) = O. In the same way the line v = 00. 
dv x da; v 

If we now write for the ratio of (da)2 and a d'a the quantity m, 
d.'V dm' 

(~:y 
so that ?n = --- theu (4) becomes: 

d2 a 
a-

- da;~ 

. v 
And drawmg b as ordinate when m is laid out along the axis of 

the abscissae, we get fig. 32. For 1n = 0 we have ~ = 3 and for 
b 

v v 
'In = 1 we have - = 00. For m > 1 - is at first negative, but fol' 

b b 
1) V 

'In = 3/, b = 0, anti for greater values of m, bis positive and stead-

v 
ily increasing. The limiting value is b = 2. For negative value of 

v . v v 
111 - lS always positive, descending from - = 3 to _ 2. The 

b b b 

• J 

t 
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v 
traeed curve is an equilateral hyperbola. So a value of ;;- larger 

b 
v 

than 3 is possible only when v lies between 0 and 1. ThuR b =.J: 

requi{'es a value of 171 = l/~. 
Accordingly it is impossible to account for a minimum plaitpoint 

temperature of substances for which 171, does not lie between 0 and 1. 

Now I have already repeatedly called atlentioll to the equation: 

2a dS~ = (da)2+ 4 (ala~-al/)' 
dm" d,1] 

which follows from the suppositiol1 that a is a qnadratic farm of .'IJ, 
and already in my Molecular Theory for a binal'y mixture I pointed 
out, realizing the desil'ability of al'elation being found beiween au 
and al and as, that the equation of the spinoc1al line fol' a binary 
mixture might be very much simplified if we were justified in 
assnming a 12

2 = al as, I a150 pointed out oiher relations bet ween 
these quantities; bnt I have carefully refrained from even giving sa 
much as the slightest indication of the greatel' pl'obability of one 
relatio11. I have only repeatec11y, then and later, assumed as re1ation 
for mixtures with minimum p1aitpoint temperature al + as > 2aw 

and reversely, when a1so mixtmes v\'Ïth maximnm plaitpoint tempel'a
tu re might accu!': al + a. < 2((12' And I have repeatec11y pointed 
out that there is na 1'eason ,vhatever 1'01' pllttll1g e. g. a12~ = ala j • 

And to this the following conslctel'ations have chiefly led me. 
In the equahon of state for a sil1lple substance the two constants 

baud a have not been introduced on equally sufficient grounc1s and 
with the same certainty. Ta the existence of the quantity b we 
conclude with perfect certainty if we believe that to occnpy space 
is an essential property of matter Even MAXWELL, who would not 
attribute a volume of their own to the molecules, but wanted to 
c~nsider them as so-called material points, undeJ'standing that colli
sions could not iake place between material points, could not but 
attribuie to them at least an apparent volume. By assllming a 
repuIsive force he had to account for their never meeting, and for 
their hehaviour as partieles posRessing impermeability on appl'oaching 
each other with reyersal of motion. A hypothesis whose improbability 
is not to be denied. The force wOllld \Je a repulsive one, and pro· 
bably in inverse ratio io the fifih power of the distance. How and 
why the attraction at somewhat larger distance is ronvel'ted into snch 
a repuIsive force is a question th at was probab1y never put by him, 
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and at all events was not answered by him. 80 the introduction 
of the quantity b into the equa,tion of sta,te is perfectly natural - and 
for everybody who aSSUlues the existence of matter as real, indis
pensabie. But this is not, at ]ea5t not in the same degree, the case 
with the quantity a. Why should molecular attraction be a necessary 
attribute of matter? From tbe idea: "matter is something that neces
sarily occupies space" does not follow th at matter will also have to 
possess attraction. Pel'haps we shall sooner or later learn to form 
a conception on the nature of a molecule which involves that they 
necessarily attract each other and learn to compute the value ofthis 
attraction. Of late attempts have therefo1'e been made to get a better 
insight into the nature of molecules, and they are supposed to be 
either vibrating Ol' permanent electrical double points 1). But even 
if this supp05ition appeared to account satisfactol'ily for the molecular 
attraction, yet it does not necessarily follow that attraction exists. 
Then the question bas changed in so far that it runs: are there 
electrical dou bIe p0111 ts in the molecule or not? It is true that in 
my Thesis for 111e Doctorate (873) p. 92, when the question occurred 
whether hydl'ogen possesses a critica,l temperature I answered in the 
sense of a high degl'ee of probability, but only on a gl'ound which 
lcaves some room for doubt, viz. that "It may be presumed that matter 
will al ways have aHraction". 1t is not to be denied that evel'ything that 
we accept as matLer is sub.jected to gravity; but to derive from this 
that the existence of the NI1WTONIAN attraction involves the possession 
of moleculal' attraction is more than hazardous. All this is not 
intended to mise dOllbt about the existence of a e. g. for helium, 
for now that all otl1er substances possess a value for a we may 
repeat wl1at I said befol'e for hydrogen, but to drawattention to 
the fact that the valne of a does not only depend on the moleenlar 

weight. 
al a2 If this was the case, - = -, arelation which is cer-

ml
2 m2

2 

. , It'll d Th al a~ °12 d tamIy not fn 1 e. en also -. = -. = --, an a 12
2 = al as 

m l - m2 - m l m 2 

which vel'y pl'obably" will nevel' be fulfilled either. 
1 wns convincecl from the outset that we should not be able to 

expiain a nnmber of phenomena occUTl'ing for binary mixtures by 
mcans of snch all unfonndecl supposition. AIl'eady a long time ago 
KORTE WEG showed in his paper "La sllrfa,ce 'l~ dans Ie cas de symétrie" 
in how high a degl'ee the phenomena, exhibitecl by a binary mixture, 
depend 011 the value ascl'ibed to a12 • For values of a 12 between 

1) See .these Proc. p. 132. 
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cerfain limits not only three phase equilibrium but even four phase 
equilibrium would be possible, then of course aiways at a single 
value of T. 80 the supposition au J = al a2 is not one without far
reaching consequences. Yet we see l'epeatedly that this supposition 
is made. And I have undertaken this investigation to show 
that such a supposition would also render the existence of minimum 
plaitpoint tempel'atm'e impossible. At the same time I wanted to 
poillt out how the course of the isobars which I have given in 
fig. 1 of these contl'ibutions would be entirely modified on othel' 
suppositions about au than those I have started from. If we put 
in equation: 

2a d'a = (da)' + 4 (ala, - a1S~) 
dm' d,v 

for (da)1 the value ma d'a in whieb, if there is minimum plaitpoint 
dm dm2 

temperature the value of rn lies bet ween 0 and 1 for the point of 

C'ontact of (dF) = 0 and (dF) = 0, we find: 
dm v dv x 

(~-1) (~:Y = 4 (ala, - au') 

d~a 

(2 - m) a- = 4 (a)a, - au') 
dm' 

d2a 
Now -. = 2(a l +a2 -2a12). As at the same time we cannot 

d,v-

have ala, = au' and al + as = 2aw uniess in the case al = a~, 
th is equation cannot be fuifilled but by putting alas > au

2
• 

The supposition rt l a2 = au
2 gives for m the value 2, but then 

also for ~ in the point of contact of (dF) = 0 and (dP) = 0, the 
b d,v v dv :r 

valne 1 (see fig. 32). - OnIy when we put al a2 < rtu 2 does m 
bècome > 2, and do we fincl fot' the point of contact of the Curve 

v 
men1ioned, vaJues of - which are Iarger than J, and which can th ere

b 
fore exist, but then this valne can rise to 2 at the utmost. In such 

cases there is contact of (dP)= 0 with the liquid branch of (dP)= O. 
dm v dv x 

And this means for fig. 1 of these contl'ibutions that then again thc 

liquid branch of (dP) = 0 may approach to (dP) = 0 on the right 
dv ~ dm v 

side, but then to that part of ihis curve that lies beyond the minimum 

/ 
/ 
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1. 

0 1 

FIg. 32. 

volume, and where it proceed& again to greater volumes. On the 
supposition that au ~ might rise above al a2 , tig. 1 would not repre
sent all possible cases of the course of the isobars with respect to 

( dP) = o. But I observed already on page 630 in what way fig. 1 would 
dm v ~ 

have to be extended if other suppositions on al + a, - 2 al' are 
admitted e. g. al + a, - 2au = 0 or al + al - 2aa negative, and 
the supposition al a~ < a\, lies in this direction. 

If we continue incl'easing au> not only above V al a~, but even 

(
da) 

al + a~ d.IJ.. V. 
above , then 'In = -- IS negatlVe, and - hes between 2 

2 d'a b 
a-

dle' 

and 3 for the point of contact of (dP) = 0 and (dF) = 0, al1d so 
dm v dv x 

this point of contact always lies on the liquid branch of (dP) = O. 
dv x 

We might also have arrlved at the above results by another course, 
which would give us an opportunity of mu.king some new remarks. 
For if we think the quantity v eliminated from the two equations 
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(dP) = ° and (dP) = 0, we obtain arelation between x l:md T. In 
dm v dv x 

general we find two values of x for the same value of T. The 
value of T, at which these "alues of x coincide, or in other words, 
the maximum value of T, then gives us the value of x for the 
point of contact of the two curves. 

From 
MR1' 2a 

and 
1I1RT db 1 dv 

(v-W dm v2 d.v 

db da 
2- -

we find 
dm d,v f, . f' . - = - or a pomt 0 mtersechon. 
v a 

(6) 

As fol' values of V which will be realisable, v> band V must 
be positive, a point of intel'section of the two curves can only occur if 

da db 
- 2-

da. . . d 'f' dm< dte Th' 1 d' . b' - IS pOSItlve, an 1 - - • IS atter con ltIon may e wl'ltten 
dm a b 

a 
d-

b~ < 0. 80 the two curves can never intersect in a region of in
d,v 

creasing critical pressul'e. Let us therefore con fine ourselves to decreasing 
critical pressure. The locus (6) has as differential equation: 

db 
2-

dfJJdv 
---

v 2 d,v -

a d~a _ (da)2 
d,v2 dm 

. (7) 

, (~:y dv 
80 when 1n = -n- < 1, is negative. Only in a region where 

d-a dm 
a-

d,'lJ 2 

dv 
?n has become = 1, - will be positive. And if we should assume 

d,v 

al a2 = aH 2, so if we put m = 2, the locus of the points of inter
sectioll of the two curves would move to greater volume wüh 
increasing ,'IJ, so perfectly different from what happens fol' mixtures 
with minimum plaitpoint. tempel'atul'e. If we substitllte the vaIue of 
v which follows from (6), in: 
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MRT=-- 1--1 2a b ( b)2 
b V v 

we get: 

ldaj lda(~ 
a a dm 2a dtv 

MRT=- -- 1---
b ldb ldb 
-- --
b dm b dm J 

a 
dlog-

. (7) 

da 2 db 1 da b~ 
For values of X for which - = ° and -b -d = - d- or -d- = 0, 

dm oT am a; 

the value of T = 0. Thus the same value of T always belongs to 
a couple of values of x which a,pproach each other. And at the 
maximum value of T the two yalues of x have coincided. By differen
tiating (7) we get an equation which may be wl'itten in the form: 

2adb 3a~-2(~:} da 

a d2a _ (da)2 dtv 
dlv 2 dtv 

b dm 

from which, taking (6) into consideration, we obtain again (4). 

It appears from the foregoing that putting au 2 = al a2 comes to 
the same thing as putting m = 2. For mixtures with minimum plait
point the vn.lue of rn differs much from th is value, as it is then 
smallel' than 1, and so a12

2 will have to differ pretty much fl'om 
ala~. If we put a 12

2 = II al a2, in which l2 < 1, we find from: 

or 

It may be del'ived from this 
even when l differs comparatively 

The value of a varying with x, 

eqllation that rn may lie near 2, 
much from 1. 

. m 
also the ratIo of 1 - - aud 1-l2 

2 
will "ary with x. If we make a increase with x, which probably 
will be in general the case, then al is the smallest value of a and 

Fi 
I JII 

'j 
I ,I 
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1 
a~ the gl'eatest value, whereas the value of a for :.1) = 2 will be 

1 a1+a2 +2au 
equa to 4 . 

m 
1--

2 1 
So the ratio -- is fol' [IJ = 0, x = - and [IJ = 1 : 

1-l' 2 

m 
1--

2 

If we choose the second of these equations, from which it is 
easiest to draw conc\usions with l'egaI'd to the value of rn at given 
value of [2, we write it first in the following form: 

If we always take the same value of 1- li, but different values 

of a., , we find very great differences in the value of m,. Fol' instanee, 
al 

~ 2 18 I 2 wUh - = 2 we have - - = (:1 - ~), or m = ; but 
al m 1+8 (I-l!) 

with ~ = 11, rn is found equal to m = 1 0 2 With 12 = 1 
al + ,44 (I _ll) 

we ûnd of course in both cases rn = 2. But fol' smaller values of 
l the values of rn differ considerably. Fo!' 1=0 these values are 
2 2 
- and-. 
9 1,44 
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If we had discussed the third of the equations, the values of m 
would have been found still higher. According to the first of the 
equations of course smaller. 

I..Iet us finally examine the course of the line (dP) = 0 in the 
dm v 

cases that th ere can be no contact with the line (dP) , or only on 
dv x 

the side of the Iiquid volumes. We saw already above, that then the 
locus of the points of intersection of the two curves mentioned (cf. 7) 
runs to greater volumes, if x is made to increase. Then at given T, 

only that part of the !ine (dP) = 0 exists, for which this line runs 
dm IJ 

to greater volume. The lefthand part, for which this curve may 
reach infinitely large volume lies in the common case at a value of x 

V MRT
db 

db da v-b d,'I] 
to be calculated from MRT - = -: . Then - = 

d,'I] dz v da 

dm 
and the first part of tlüs equation is then equal to the unity, because 
v v-b - = \1:). But -- can also be eqnal io 1 in another case, viz.: i.f 
b - v 

b should be = O. This can only occur, when extrapolating we also 
admit negative values of x, and moreover choose for b such a func
tion of x that it can become equal to 0 for negative value of x. This 
is the case for a linea!' function, but putting b = bl (1- te) + blIJ is 
only an approximation. Whether this can also be lhe case with a 
more exact shape of b = f(x), must be left undecided. Moreover it 
is necessary, if we choose always greater negative value of x, that 

da 
we first find b = 0, befOl'e fin ding - = O. But then the shape of 

dm 
the p-lines must also be modified. I shall however not enter into a 
discus sion of this, for one reason because Dr. KOHNSTAMM informed 
me, that he had already been engaged in the study of the modified 
course -of the iso bars, and that he had also come to the conclusion 
that the relative situation of the values of x, for which b = 0 and 

da _ 0 is decisive. Moreover I leave nndecided for the present dm - , 

whether also on other snppositions than 0 < x < 1 there can be 
question of minimum plaitpoint tempel'atul'e, which is 10 be dis tin-

ax 
guished from minimum vaiue of - . 

ba,-
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